Introduction 1
The word copula originates from the Latin meaning link, chain, union.
2
In statistical literature, according to the seminal result in the copula's the-3 ory stated by Abe Sklar [1] in 1959, a copula is a function that connects 4 a multivariate distribution function to its univariate marginal distributions.
5
There is an increasing interest concerning copulas, widely used in Financial As we will see later, all functions in the form of
where F 1 (x) , F 2 (y) are the marginal cumulative distributions functions (cdf's) 23 and c is any copula density function, are solutions of this problem. Interest-24 ingly, this is very similar to the probability density function (pdf) reconstruc-
25
tion problem considered in [11] , where a special copula was designed. The here.
28
In 1917, Johann Radon introduced the Radon transform (RT) [12, 13] 29 which was later used in CT [14] . Indeed, if we denote by f (x, y), the spatial f (x, y)δ(r − x cos θ − y sin θ)dx dy ,
where L r,θ = {(x, y) : r = x cos θ + y sin θ} and δ is the Dirac's delta func-34 tion. The experimental setup is presented in Figure 2 .
35
If now we consider only the horizontal θ = 0 projection and the vertical 36 θ = π/2 projection, we see easily the connexion between these two problems. 
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Forward problem:
Inverse problem: Given f (x, y) compute Given f 1 (x) and f 2 (y) f 1 (x) and f 2 (y) determine f (x, y) (a) (b) The main object of this paper is to explore in more details these relations,
38
and exploit the similarity between the two problems as a new approach to 39 image reconstruction in Computed Tomography.
40
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we present a 41 summary of the necessary definitions and properties of copulas and highlight 42 methods to generate a copula. In section 3, we present the main tomographic 43 image reconstruction methods based on the Radon inversion formula. In sec-of these two previous sections. Section 5 and 6 are devoted to details con-46 cerning our method. Some preliminary results from our Copula-Tomography Matlab package are shown. 48 
Copula

49
In this section, we give a few definitions and properties of copulas that we 50 need in the rest of the paper. For more details about this section we refer to
51
[15]. First, we note by F (x, y) a bivariate cumulative distribution function 52 (cdf), by f (x, y) its bivariate probability density function (pdf), by F 1 (x), 53 F 2 (y) its marginal cdf's and f 1 (x), f 2 (y) their corresponding pdf's with their 54 classical relations : there exists a copula C such that:
Conversely, for any univariate distribution functions F 1 and F 2 and any copula C, the function F is a two-dimensional distribution function with 66 marginals F 1 and F 2 , given by (4).
67
Lemma 2.2. If the marginal functions are continuous, then the copula C is 68 unique, and is given by
sity of a copula
and thus
An usual simple example is the product or independent copula:
Property 2.3. Any copula C(u, v), satisfies the inequality
where the Fréchet-Hoeffding upper bound copula M(u, v) (or comono-75 tonicity copula) is :
and the Fréchet-Hoeffding lower bound W (u, v) (or countermonotonic-78 ity copula) is:
Generating Copulas by the Inversion Method: A straightforward 
Then C is a copula if and only if ϕ is convex.
generator of the copula. ϕ is a strict generator if
Property 2.5. Any Archimedean copula C satisfies the following algebraic 96 properties:
• If a > 0, then aϕ is again a generator of C.
100
There are many families of Archimedean copulas constructed from differ-101 ent generators ϕ α with a suitable parameter α.
102
For example ϕ α (t) = 
Tomography
106
In 2D, the mathematical problem of tomography is to determine the bi- 
However, if the number of projections is limited, then the problem is ill-posed 112 and the problem has an infinite number of solutions.
113
To present briefly the main classical methods in CT, we start by decom-
114
posing the inverse RT in the following parts:
116
Hilbert Transform H: (16) where p.v. is the Cauchy principal value. Inverse Fourier F −1
Using the properties of the Fourier transform F 1 and the derivative D, from
119
(15) we have:
the relation between H and F 1 yields :
Finally the filtered backprojection which is currently the most used recon-122 struction method is performed by the following formula :
that is
In X-ray CT, if we have a great number of projections uniformly dis- 
and if we let f 1 = p 0 and f 2 = p π/2 we can deduce the following new methods,
133
inspired by the reconstruction approaches in CT, for the inverse problem that 134 consists in determining the probability density f (x, y) from its marginals 135 f 1 (x) and f 2 (y):
Filtered Backprojection:
which can also be implemented in the Fourier domain as it follows
How to use Copula in Tomography
140
The definition and the notion of copula give us the possibility to propose 
151
We may still do better if we choose another copula rather than the in-152 dependent copula, by proposing the following method that we call Copula
153
Backprojection (CopBP).
154
CopBP:
where c(u, v) is a parametrized copula.
156
Here the main question is how to choose an appropriate copula for the 
ds dt Equations (11) and (10). The corresponding Gaussian copula density is :
Finally, the function f (x, y) we are looking for, can be written as :
where Φ −1 (u) = x and Φ −1 (v) = y. 
180
The hyperparameter ρ may also be estimated from additional data. For 181 instance, using some additional measurements, e.g. a third (may be partial) 182 projection, it is easy to select the best value of ρ which minimizes the distance 183 between the actual projection and the one computed according to the model.
184
The general incorporation of prior information or additional data, with The selection of a particular copula is a difficult task. We propose here
194
to look at this ill-posed inverse problem using the maximum entropy (ME) 
Hence, the goal is to find the most general copula, in the ME sense, com- 
and find its stationnary point which is defined as the solution of the following system of equations:
Here, we give the final expression, assuming that the integrals converge:
(Tsallis and Renyi entropies).
224
Where λ 1 (x), λ 2 (y) and λ 0 are obtained by replacing these expressions in hal-00509705, version 1 -14 Aug 2010
This is nothing else but the standard Backprojection mechanism (up to scale 235 factor and a constant). Hence, the Backprojection method can be easily 236 interpreted as a minimum norm solution. For the Shannon entropy, we get:
This is now the MBP we obtained as associate to an independent copula. information. More generally, it will also be interesting to characterize the 262 copulas corresponding to the Burg/Rényi ME solutions. 
Conclusion
272
The main contribution of this paper is to highlight a link between the 273 notion of copulas in statistics and X-ray CT for small number of projections.
274
This link brings up possible new approaches for image reconstruction in CT.
275
We first presented the bivariate copulas and the image reconstruction prob- f (x 1 , . . . ,
Proof.
H (x i ) + H c (u) . 
